FEATURES

- Automatic taper of charge rate for superior battery life through good equalization of cells and low water use rate.

- Silicon diodes with inherent surge protection operated at a conservative percentage of their rating.

- Convection cooled design for maximum reliability and minimum maintenance.

- Line voltage compensation achieved by flux oscillator circuit. Compensates automatically for AC supply voltage variations of ±10% from nominal with corresponding battery voltage variation of ±1% maximum, decreasing to ±1/2% at finish rate with constant electrolyte temperatures. No taps or rate controls to set.
OPERATION OF
“LESTER-MATIC” BATTERY CHARGERS

INTRODUCTION

The Lester-Matic battery charger is a highly reliable, line compensating unit. When used according to instructions, the Lester-Matic will tend to lengthen battery life with less frequent additions of water.

INITIAL INSTALLATION

Provide adequate circuit breaker or fuse protection in the AC line to which the charger is to be plugged. Refer to electrical specifications on charger nameplate for input power requirements. When it is necessary to use an AC extension cord to the charger, use a three conductor No. 12 AWG cord with ground, and keep as short as possible. Instructions printed on the charger case are for daily reference.

NORMAL OPERATION

1. Provide adequate ventilation for both batteries and charger. The convection-cooled design requires an unobstructed flow of cooling air for proper operation.
2. Connect charger DC output cord to batteries.
3. Turn timer to “ON” for well discharged batteries or to “7” for lightly discharged batteries. Charger shuts off automatically at end of set period.

The state of discharge of the batteries will be slightly different each time they are put on charge, but the Lester-Matic varies automatically the initial charge rate and taper of charge rate over the charge period. For well discharged batteries the charge rate at the start of the charge period should correspond to the “DC AMPS” rating on the charger nameplate. The rate should then taper gradually down to a lower finish rate. Normal charging at the low finish rate during the last 1-3 hours is necessary to achieve equalization of all battery cells. This equalization period allows the specific gravity of the battery electrolyte solution to rise to its full charge value. Since the taper of the charging rate (in amps, as indicated by the ammeter needle) is controlled by the rising voltage of the batteries being charged, proper performance of the charger and resulting good battery life is dependent upon the following factors:

   a. An adequate AC line to handle the power required (See “Initial Installation”). Request your electrician or power company to survey your installation.
   b. All cells of the batteries must be good, rising to approximately 2.5 DC volts per cell while still on charge or near the end of a charging period. When in doubt, check each cell with a single cell volt-meter while still on charge. If a low reading is obtained, check the low cells with a temperature corrected hydrometer. NOTE: Hydrometer float must be thoroughly clean to obtain accurate specific gravity readings.
   c. Connections on the battery terminals and connector wiring must be clean and tight.

The necessity of adding water more frequently than two or three weeks, and/or hot battery cases at the end of the charging cycle, indicates the finish rate is too high, due to one or both of the following:

   a. One or more bad cells in the batteries.
   b. Batteries are starting to age to the point where hours of charge should be reduced gradually to obtain prolonged battery life.

4. To determine approximate full charge at start of day’s use, turn timer knob to “1”. Drop of ammeter needle to the low finish rate within 15 minutes indicates full charge.
5. Always turn timer to “OFF” before disconnecting charger from batteries.

STORAGE

Charger may be left connected to the batteries and should be turned on for a full charge period once a month. In extremely cold conditions it may be necessary to charge more frequently. Check with your battery manufacturer. After each charge cycle the charger should be checked to insure that it has turned off. Severe overcharging and possible damage to the batteries could result if the charger remains on for prolonged periods of time.

CAUTION

THIS CHARGER IS FOR USE ONLY ON BATTERY SYSTEMS AS SPECIFIED ON THE CHARGER NAMEPLATE. USE OTHERWISE WILL DAMAGE CHARGER AND/OR BATTERIES.

Due to the electrical characteristics of this charger, it is possible to improperly hook up batteries and not blow the fuses when charging. When installing batteries, be sure polarity is correct. With a DC voltmeter, check terminal voltage and polarity at the battery connector.

When working near capacitor terminals be sure charger is turned off. With charger “ON” transformer capacitor terminals provide a very high voltage. Care is to be shown.
PROPER CARE OF MOTIVE POWER BATTERIES

1. New batteries should be given a full charge before their first use because it is difficult to know how long the batteries have been in storage without a charge.
2. Limit use of new batteries between chargers for the first 5 cycles. New batteries and older batteries which have been in storage are not capable of their rated output until they have been discharged and charged a number of times.
3. During the first month of use, particularly when temperatures are below 60° F, new batteries should be given an extra full charge once a week. The ampere-hours of energy that batteries can deliver and their charge acceptance varies directly with battery temperature.
4. As long as the charger tapers down to the specified finish charge rate near the end of the charge cycle, the batteries should be given a full charge. All cells in a set of batteries do not react identically to the same discharge and charge current. In a normal charge, the last 1 to 3 hours at the low finish charge rate equalize the cells for better battery life.
5. When batteries age to the point where the charge rate will no longer taper into the low finish rate area, reduce the hours of charge progressively. Reducing the charge period will prevent excessive battery heating and the resultant high water use rate.
6. Prior to each day’s use, turn the charger on and check to see if charger ammeter needle jumps smartly upward and then tapers down to the finish rate area within 15 minutes. This will provide a very simple means of verifying that the batteries were charged.
7. Add water carefully to the proper level in cells as required after they have been fully charged. Do not fill them so high that they bubble over while charging. New batteries require very little addition of water, whereas very old batteries may need additional water two or three times a week. Water (electrolyte) level in the cells settles when batteries are discharged and rises during charge. The probability of overfilling can be reduced by adding water when batteries are fully charged.
8. When the temperature falls below 65° F, batteries should be placed on charge as soon after use as possible. In these low temperatures a four hour equalizing charge once a week will improve state of charge and battery life.
9. Keep tops of batteries and battery hold-downs clean and dry at all times. This will reduce the amount of current leakage between batteries and the frame.

MALFUNCTION SYMPTOMS AND THEIR REMEDIES

The Lester-Matic charger is designed with as few parts as possible making it a very reliable unit. Since each component can be tested individually, trouble shooting is a simple task. The following is a list of symptoms with their associated test procedures and remedies.

NO TRANSFORMER HUM & AMMETER DOES NOT REGISTER

In the event no hum is detected from the transformer, check the AC cord to be sure it is securely plugged into a live AC outlet. When three-prong or two-prong adapters are used, they tend to work loose giving a poor connection. If the cord connection is secure and still no hum is noticed, a continuity test on the AC circuit is necessary. Turn the timer to “ON” and with a suitable continuity tester, check circuit across the AC plug prongs (Figure 1). CIRCUIT SHOULD BE COMPLETE. If not complete, individually check the AC cord, timer, primary transformer coil, and all connections.

TRANSFORMER HUMS BUT NO AMMETER INDICATION

Inspect the charger DC output connection to the batteries and also check to insure that the batteries are connected properly. If there is still no ammeter indication, a continuity test of the charger DC circuit must be performed. Turn the timer to “OFF” and disconnect the AC and DC plugs. Perform the following tests, using a low voltage test light, to check the continuity of the DC circuit.
a. Connect tester clip to negative (-) blade and the probe to positive (+) blade (Figure 2). CIRCUIT SHOULD BE COMPLETE. If not complete, first check the DC fuse link. If one or both fuses have blown, the link will be broken and usually the clear plastic fuse cover will be discolored. Refer to “Fuse Link Blowing” for test procedures. If fuses are good, individually check the fuse connections, DC cord, and diode connections (each may be checked with the continuity test light).
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b. If the circuit in Figure 2 is complete, reverse test light leads as shown in Figure 3. CIRCUIT SHOULD NOT BE COMPLETE. If circuit is complete, check DC cord for a “short” between the two wires. More probably, one or both diodes have “shorted”. Refer to “Fuse Link Blowing” part (b) for continuity test of diodes.
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c. If (a) Figure 2 and (b) Figure 3 check good, assume the capacitor is shorted. Remove one wire from a capacitor terminal and place continuity tester clip to one terminal and probe to the other. If circuit is complete, capacitor is “shorted” and must be replaced.

**CHARGER DC FUSE LINK(S) BLOWS**

This condition may be caused by:

a. Reverse polarity between charger and batteries, such as incorrect installation of batteries, wiring of DC connector or charger plug.

b. A short circuit failure of one or both diodes. First disconnect one diode. Using a low voltage continuity tester check each diode as shown in Figure 4. Then reverse the tester leads and check each diode again. If the diode conducts current in BOTH directions the diode is shorted and must be replaced. Replace either the entire heat-sink assembly or the defective diode. When replacing a single diode, be sure the new diode is pressed squarely into the hole and that it does not extend beyond the rear surface of the heat-sink plate.

c. If (a) and (b) fail to reveal the malfunction, check wiring of both charger and battery connections against their respective wiring diagrams. The charger wiring diagram is shown on the enclosed sheet along with the parts list.

**CHARGER OUTPUT IS LOW**

The most probable cause is one diode shorting and blowing one fuse. Refer to “Fuse Link Blowing” part (b) to check the diodes. If a diode is shorted both the defective diode/heat sink and the defective fuse assembly must be replaced.

**CHARGER DOES NOT TURN OFF**

In models equipped with timers, this is due to an inoperative timer. In this case replace timer assembly.
**AC LINE FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER BLOWS**

If this occurs when charger is turned on without being plugged into the vehicle, the AC cord, timer motor coil, or the transformer may be shorted. To check the AC cord, insure that the timer is “OFF” and connect the continuity tester across the AC plug prongs. If circuit is complete the AC cord is shorted and must be replaced. To check the timer motor coil, disconnect one of the timer motor wires and connect continuity tester to the motor coil leads. If the lamp glows, the coil is shorted. To test the transformer, first disconnect all the secondary leads to the diodes. Then reconnect the AC cord and turn timer “ON”. If the AC fuse or circuit breaker still blows, the transformer is probably shorted internally and must be replaced.